ABSTRACT.
In This paper is prompted by a desire to understand and generalize these two results.
(In particular, we obtain a new proof of these classical results.)
In § 1 we introduce a notion of capacity for a differential operator P(x, D) on a Banach space B. This notion of capacity can be used to characterize removable sets (Theorem 1.4) for a wide class of differential operators.
In §2 we give an alternate "dual" definition of capacity for L (l < p < oo);
and introduce a general concept of capacitary potential and capacitary mass. A uniqueness result for 1 < p < oo is obtained.
In §3 we examine the L°° -capacities for the Laplacian, the Cauchy-Riemann operator, the heat operator, and the square of the Cauchy-Riemann operator. In particular, the classical notions of L°° -capacity for the Laplacian and the Cauchy- A with respect to E is supi|(«, l)\:u eé'(R"), supp a C A, E * u £ B, and \\E * u\\ < 1).
We will be particularly interested in capacities modeled on three types of In these special cases the capacity of A with respect to P(x, D) will be denoted by Lp-Cap (A, Q), BC-Capp(A, Q), and Lip5-Capp(A, il) respectively; and the capacity of A with respect to E will be denoted by Lp -CapE(A), BC-Capg(A), and Lip -CapF (A) respectively.
The following properties of capacity are obvious:
The capacity ß-Cap£(A) also clearly has properties (1.1), (1.2), and (1.3).
Let 3" be a class of distributions in Í2. 
Consequently we have the adjoint Leibniz formula Lp-CapE(K) = infill ^|| : xfj £ C~(R") and E * if, = 1 in a neighborhood of K\.
Proof. The proof is a modification of the proof of Theorem 2.1. Let c denote the infimum defined above. First, if E * u £ LP(R"), ||F * «|| < 1, u £ Ê^(R"),
and iff e C°°(R"), with E * ifj = 1 in a neighborhood of K, then |«(1)| = \(u, E * tff)\= \(E * u, if,)\ < ||i/f|| , by Holder's inequality. Hence L^-Cap^K) < c.
To prove the converse, pick h £ C°? (R") with h = 1 in a neighborhood of K.
Let R denote the closure in L9(R") of the set of cß £ C~ ( Remark. Suppose P (D) has only constants for bounded entire solutions and has a fundamental solution E such that each P^a'(D)E vanishes at infinity. Then
